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Loudness:

W h at Y o u N e e d T o K n o w
THE RULES HAVE CHANGED—AND YOU NEED TO KNOW HOW AND WHY

Forget what you think you know about loudness.
Unless you’re a mastering engineer, you’re probably not fully aware of today’s ever-changing loudness standards, monitoring, and manipulation technologies. The recording industry’s relationship with loudness has changed a lot over the last
ten years, and it’s difficult to stay abreast of what is current.
While printing a final mix used to be a relatively simple task, today’s engineers need to be far more knowledgeable about
delivery requirements, metering, and dynamics processing. While this article cannot explore every aspect of this important
and complex subject, it will offer a short history of how we’ve gotten to where we are, explain the critical concepts, and
note some of the current practices for mix delivery.
BY ERIC FERGUSON

The loudness wars (same as it ever was)

The loudness wars have always been raging. From at least
the 1940s onward, record labels felt increased loudness
helped a song stand out against the competition on jukeboxes
and on the radio. The wars were encouraged by psychoacoustics
as well—listeners perceive louder recordings as better. Try it
yourself: grab a friend and A/B between two versions of the
same song. Make one version 2 dB louder, just enough to be
slightly noticeable. Don’t tell your friend what has changed,
just that you are trying to select the better-sounding recording.
Your companion will probably select the louder playback. It’s
human nature to like sweeter, saltier, and louder.
For most of recorded history, technical limitations kept
loudness in check. Analog media such as vinyl records and magnetic tape are limited in dynamic range, and recordings that
pushed boundaries suffered distortion and/or other issues.
The introduction of the compact disc in the 1980s changed
the game. Digital audio uses a full scale metering system,
and 0 dBFS, the maximum level, is clearly marked on meters.
Before digital, most meters were of the VU variety, on which
peak level is difficult to discern. Now equipped with full scale
meters, engineers could place signal peaks at the maximum
recording level.
In the 1990s, the loudness war picked up. Use of CD changers
brought increased attention to the differences in loudness
between recordings. This put a greater burden on mastering
engineers to competitively increase level. Mix engineers also
felt the fire—with loudness differences between mastered and
unmastered mixes more obvious, pressure was applied to
deliver mixes at greater loudness, so clients could hear a
competitively loud product even before mastering.
It was the advent of computer-based dynamics processing
that really blew things up. In the mid-1990s, look-ahead limiting
came to the masses; this processing sees the future, and can
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turn down transient peaks before they happen, allowing
dynamics processing to be more transparent and loudness
to be pushed with fewer side effects. As the record industry
shifted to computer production as the norm, engineers increasingly relied on look-ahead and other DSP-based processing
for loudness treatment...and by the 2000s, almost everything
was LOUD.

Loudness vs. Level

Let’s define some terms. Loudness is a somewhat subjective,
human perceived attribute of sound, measured between ‘quiet’
and ‘loud’. Level, conversely, is a scientifically measurable
attribute of sound, quantified in dB. They are not the same
thing. Even if a record producer printed a mix at 0 dBFS,
listeners can always turn the level down on their playback
devices. Increased level does not make for a louder recording; to get greater loudness, one cannot simply “turn it up.”
Increasing loudness requires the manipulation of the relationship between quiet and loud within a recording.
In classical music, dynamics, moments of soft and loud, are
typically obvious and exaggerated. In contrast, popular music
is often purposely arranged to be of a consistent dynamic
(usually loud) from start to finish. Despite this treatment, even
a thrash metal recording has microdynamics—a term
mastering engineer and author Bob Katz uses to describe
the moment-to-moment differences in level between individual
notes in a recording. The presence of microdynamics keeps
music interesting.
Since microdynamics ensure music is always changing,
audio engineers must use peak meters to measure instantaneous signal level. Peak meters are fast and precise, and are
helpful in avoiding clipping and making sure a song’s loudest
moments are captured at full scale... but while they adequately measure level, they do a poor job of reflecting loudness.

This is because humans are slow and tolerant when judging
loudness. For example, a song might contain snare hits normalized to full scale, but if the drum is only played occasionally and the rest of the piece consists only of a soft acoustic
guitar, the song will most likely be judged as quiet, not loud.
Regardless of peak level, it is the average level of a song that
correlates more closely with loudness.
Until recently, audio professionals relied on two types of
meters. Peak meters gave engineers accurate measurement of
fast transients. VU meters, far slower in response, averaged
peaks together, better emulating perceived loudness. Later,
combination meters, such as those made by Dorrough, were
introduced that displayed both peak and average levels
simultaneously. These types of meters offer additional insight:
not only can both peak and average be viewed at the same
time, but the distance between the two can be visualized (see
Figure 1). The peak-to-average distance, called crest factor,
essentially indicates how compressed an audio signal is.

Louder isn’t always better

To make things louder, crest factor must be shrunk. This
is done through dynamics processing, most commonly with
compression and limiting. In general, a compressor/limiter
completes two tasks. First it turns down signal peaks that cross
over a defined threshold—and with peaks reduced, crest
factor is smaller. Second, the processor applies makeup gain,
restoring peaks to their original level. This increases average
level, making the music louder, as shown in Figure 2.
In the 2000s, as digital dynamics processing became
prevalent, the average level of records climbed. The loudness
wars gained widespread public attention following the release
of Metallica’s Death Magnetic in 2008. This highly compressed
record, with an average level just 3 dB below full scale, sparked
outcry by fans for its compromised sound quality.
Like everything else in life, there’s a tradeoff for increased
loudness. On the technical side, multiband compression, lookahead limiting, hard clipping, and other popular make-it-louder
techniques produce undesirable sonic artifacts. Increased
distortion is the most obvious, as things get ugly quickly when

FIGURE 1

Waves Dorrough Meter

über-fast peak limiters manipulate wave shape. As a general
rule, the louder you make something, the more distorted it
becomes. Also a problem, Codecs such as MP3 and AAC
produce horrible artifacts when faced with overly-loud
audio. Codecs already sound inferior to CDs; feed them a
hyper-squashed song and they have no idea what content to
remove to make the file smaller.
There is a musical cost to loudness as well. With quiet
and loud closer together, dynamics have less impact. Piano
becomes mezzoforte and forte, well, stays forte. Microdynamics also take a hit—with each note and drum hit more
similar in level, songs become flatter, less interesting, and
more fatiguing. This is a common complaint about recordings
produced in the 2000s. Loud is exciting at first, but becomes
tiresome over time—trying to listen to an entire record at a
single dynamic is difficult, especially for listeners with today’s
attention spans.

All loud on the Western Front

The music industry is not alone in the loudness wars. Similar
challenges have plagued film, television, and radio for years.
In response to frequent complaints that TV commercials were
louder than their accompanying programs, in 2006 the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) published guidelines
for measuring loudness. These standards go beyond simple
measurements of average level and crest factor, and incorporate
weighting that simulates how our hearing varies across
frequency. The recommendations were eventually adopted by
broadcasters and governments across the world. In the US,
the CALM act was passed by Congress in 2010, requiring
television broadcasters to follow ITU-derived guidelines.
Before the new standards, broadcasters employed a playback system called peak normalization. Every song, movie, or
TV program is reproduced at the level where it was recorded.
Since most media are mastered so peaks are near full scale,
all material is normalized to the same peak level. The problem is that while every song may register the same peaks,
loudness—which is a product of average level, arrangement,
instrumentation, and severity of dynamic processing—varies.

Average Level

Peak Level

Crest Factor
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Bob Katz presents a great example
of the this in his excellent book iTunes
Music. Bob compares a string quartet
to a symphony orchestra. Compared
to the orchestra, the quartet is limited
in dynamic range. Four musicians can
only get so loud. The orchestra, however, is much bigger and can get a lot
louder. However, once recorded and
played back peak-normalized, the nonsensical occurs: the quartet is louder
than the symphony! Since the quartet’s
average-to-peak crest factor is less, its
average level is mastered higher. With
the peaks of both recordings set the
same, playback is topsy turvy.
This is the exact problem we have all
faced with our iTunes (or other music)
libraries for years. When on shuffle, we
must frequently adjust playback level to
compensate for songs of different music
style and degree of dynamics processing.

While this may encourage producers to
overcompress with the hopes of making
their music stand out, it’s totally
annoying and potentially dangerous to
the listener.
The new approach is called loudness
normalization. In this methodology, a
computer analyzes an audio file and
determines its average level. This information is then stored as metadata in the
file. When the audio is reproduced, the
player (iTunes, Spotify, etc.) purposely
adjusts level so all material plays back
at the same loudness. When applied to
the orchestral and string quartet recordings, loudness normalization saves the
day. The quartet, with its higher average
level, is turned down on playback, and
both pieces of music are reproduced
with the same average loudness. As a
benefit, when the orchestra plays triple
forte, the dynamics are obvious, and

Step 1: Gain Reduction Reduces Level of Signal Peaks

the orchestra appears louder than the
string quartet. The two normalization
strategies can be seen in Figure 3.

Meet the new boss

Loudness normalization is ending the
loudness wars. Overcompressed, hyperloud recordings are simply attenuated
when this playback approach is
implemented. Suddenly, Metallica’s Death
Magnetic is at the same loudness as the
band’s releases from twenty years earlier.
What becomes obvious is that Death
Magnetic and other squashed recordings
sound worse in comparison to older
releases. The increased distortion and
lack of microdynamics is no longer offset
by overall loudness. Conservative recordings are rewarded and the stupid-loud
ones sound lo-fi and lifeless.
In order for loudness normalization to
succeed, a universal system of loudness
measurement was required. This is where
the ITU and its associated standards and
governmental regulations came in. The
ITU continues to refine the exact methodologies for determining loudness. In the

FIGURE 2
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process, several new units have been introduced into the audio lexicon over the
last ten years. As if the slew of existing
dB scales were not confusing enough,
engineers now need to understand dB
LKFS, dB LUFS, and dBLU. Luckily they’re
fairly interchangeable.
As mentioned previously, digital audio is
measured on a full scale system with the
highest level at 0 dBFS. The new units build
on this system. Using a fancy algorithm,
software determines the loudness of an audio signal and marks it at a negative value
below full scale. For example, the CD release of Daft Punk’s hit “Get Lucky” weighs
in at –9 dBFS. (Source: dr.loudness-war.
info) Using the new units, we could say the
recording has a loudness of –9 dBLU, –9
dB LKFS, or –9 dB LUFS.
Though the three units mean the same
thing, they differ in usage. US broadcasters
employ LKFS and their European counterparts use LUFS. dBLU is the most universal
of the three; for record production, you can
ignore the others and simply express the
loudness of your mixes in dBLU.

Armistice

Since 2002, Apple’s iTunes has offered
loudness normalization through a feature
called Sound Check. Though it predates

Symphonic
Orchestra
the more effective ITU standards, Sound
Check does a decent job at making sure
all files in an iTunes library (or on a iOS
device) reproduce at approximately
–16.5 dBLU. Figure 4 presents the waveforms of a random collection of songs before and after Sound Check adjustment.
Though the feature had the potential to
discourage producers from excessive
loudness, Sound Check has never been
engaged by default in iTunes.
In 2013, mastering engineer Bob
Katz announced the end of the loudness
wars. This was in response to Apple’s
decision to permanently engage Sound
Check on their new iTunes Radio streaming service. As of this writing, the leading
online streaming services employ
loudness normalization. YouTube normalizes at –13 dBLU. Spotify and Tidal
target –14 dBLU. US TV broadcasters
normalize at –24 dB LKFS. European radio and TV follow a similar standard at
–23 LUFS. The film world uses a variable
system called Dialnorm.
Unfortunately there are holdouts.
Pandora, Soundcloud, and Bandcamp
continue to peak-normalize, prompting
users of these sites to submit aggressivelyloud masters. Unlike European radio,
US terrestrial and satellite radio also

do not loudness-normalize. Even worse,
US radio stations apply additional
processing; the typical broadcast
processor is complex and heavyhanded,
but guarantees that every song is
identical in loudness. Despite the belief
of record labels, loud material does not
appear louder on the radio. In fact,
loud tracks actually sound worse over
the air, due to the way broadcast processing interacts with hard clipping.

Loudness and you

So, what do you need to do, now
that the loudness paradigm has begun
to shift? This sea-change cannot be
ignored, and anyone who mixes or
masters must now be cognizant of
recorded loudness.
First and foremost, it’s essential that
you acquire a modern loudness meter.
Most are plug-ins, and products exist in
all platforms and price points, including
freeware. The NUGEN Audio VisLM-H
in Figure 5 is just one example. Although
the meters typically offer a variety of
options, for music producers, the most
important data provided is integrated
loudness. Also called program or long
term loudness, this number refers to the
average loudness since measurement
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began, making it useful for evaluating
an entire song, album, TV show, etc.
Using a loudness meter while mixing is
highly recommended, as it can inform
you of how your mixes stand compared
to professional releases, and assist you
in tweaking your dynamics processing
to hit target levels.
So what is the best loudness at which
to print your music mixes? Ten years ago

the answer seemed to be “as loud as possible.” Today the answer is more complicated, as the presence of both loudnessnormalized and peak-normalized music
distribution makes things unclear. At the
moment, the best solution might be to create different masters for different vendors.
–14 dBLU is probably a safe place to start,
as it is close to standards set by YouTube,
iTunes, Tidal, and Spotify.

FIGURE 4
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Still, for physical CDs and services
such as Pandora, Bandcamp, and
Soundcloud, you might feel the pressure
to crank up the level. Many modern pop
releases are still mastered to be in the
single digits, despite the fact that sound
and music quality suffers. Personally, I
think –12 dBLU seems a fair compromise,
as many of my favorite CDs from the
1990s live in this zone.

Let your true peaks
shine through

Another innovation to emerge from the
ITU’s loudness standards is true peak
metering. For years engineers placed peaks
as close as possible to 0 dBFS, believing that
as long as no distortion was audible in mastering, the audio was clean. It turns out that
digital-to-analog conversion within end-user
CD players, as well as conversion into
codecs such as MP3 and AAC, can slightly
increase level and can cause distortion.
These artifacts are called intersample
peaks. To avoid them, final peak level
must be set slightly lower, such as at –1
dBFS. True peak metering can indicate
where and how severe this unique type
of clipping will occur. The feature is included in the better loudness meters. True
peak limiters are also available, which
reduce level to avoid intersample peaks.

Get loud
FIGURE 5

There have been a lot of changes in
our industry over the last decade, and
more are sure to come. We can no longer
print our mixes as hot as possible, as they
will not only sound bad, but they will be
turned down when loudness-normalized.
It’s imperative that audio professionals
educate themselves to the new loudness
standards and latest tools. I have found
Bob Katz’s book Mastering Audio: The
Art and Science an excellent resource,
and recommend every engineer purchase
a copy. The Internet offers many quality
resources as well. It may seem confusing
at first, but you need to know this stuff, or
your music will suffer.
Eric Ferguson (ferguson@recordingmag.
com) is a recording engineer, musician,
and faculty member at the New England
School of Communications at Husson
University.
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